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T his is the first issue of 'IGER Innovations',

an annual publication which aims to

demonstrate the breadth, excellence and

impact of our science.  It has been written by the

scientists involved in the research, but is intended

specifically to inform a non-specialist audience.

'IGER Innovations' will replace the scientific

chapters which were previously part of our Annual

Report and will, as successive issues are published,

provide a comprehensive picture of our current

research programme. The Institute financial

summary, staff complement and lists of publications

and other outputs will continue to be published in the

Annual Report in November each year. 

The changes in the way we present our work to a

wider audience are part of a broader development of

the Institute's activities.  The 1993 White Paper

'Realising our Potential  - A Strategy for Sciences,

Engineering and Technology' (CM 2250) has had

profound effects on the way that UK science has

linked through to wealth creation and to the quality

of life.  IGER now has a stronger mandate to inform

and integrate within its user communities and

beneficiaries, as well as to satisfy the direct needs of

its customers.  As a result of this, we are undertaking

a wider range of promotional activities in concert

with our research partners, including

demonstrations, conferences and discussion groups.

In the past year these have ranged from talking to

supermarket shoppers about food from genetically

manipulated crops, to tours of our plant breeding

nurseries for major UK seed distributors.

These changes reinforce rather than diminish our

primary function, which is to carry out distinctive,

relevant and excellent research, appropriate to the

needs of UK agriculture.  Some 75% of the

agricultural land area of the UK is used directly or

indirectly for livestock production and the need to

generate high quality livestock products within

sustainable agricultural systems has put an even

greater premium on our research capability.  The

concerns of consumers following the BSE epidemic,

coupled with the progressive deregulation of

agriculture worldwide, make it vital to maximise the

proportion of animal diets which can be provided by

home grown plant sources.  As well as the traditional

grasses and white clovers, there are opportunities for

alternative forages, such as red clover or kale,

coupled with protein and oil crops, such as oats, field

beans and lupins.  The Institute, in partnership with

the Welsh Institute for Rural Studies, has been

funded by the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and

Food and the Milk Development Council to

undertake new work in this area, which is

underpinned by more basic studies in plant and
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animal science.  Examples of all of these types of

research can be found in this first issue of 'IGER

Innovations', together with work relating to our

broader remit.  The scientific resource of the Institute

and its capabilities across the spectrum of applied

biological sciences 'from muck to molecules' is

increasingly leading to research of direct relevance,

not only to seed, agrochemical and other agricultural

companies, but also to, for example, the

pharmaceutical industry or to environmental

agencies, whose primary interests are not in

agricultural production.  

I believe that the quality, breadth and relevance of

our research is clearly demonstrated in the articles

printed here.  I also believe that the opportunities for

the Institute to contribute to the development of

bioscience-based industries, from farming to

pharmaceuticals, are greater now than for many

years.  I hope that this volume will serve to illustrate

some of these opportunities and to justify my

confidence in the Institute's capability.
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IGER scientists explaining the results of their work to supermarket shoppers as part of SET97

The electron microscope facility at IGER

Contact: Research Director, chris.pollock@bbsrc.ac.uk
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